Fall 2006 RFP Projects Awarded

Alexander Gates, FASN, Earth and Environmental Sciences
Title: “Modernization of Environmental Earth Science Computing”

Bernard Bell, Law, Office of the Dean
Title: “CLJ Smart Classroom Laptop Replacement”

Edin Velez, FASN, VPA
Title: “Request for an Apple ZSAN Video Raid Server”

Edna Baugh, Law, School of Law Legal Clinics
Title: “School of Law Legal Clinics Upgrade”

Eric Johnson, FASN, VPA
Title: “Visual and Performing Arts Theatre Digital Recording Studio”

James Schlegel, FASN, Chemistry
Title: “Replacement for Electrochemistry Computer”

Jennifer Austin, FASN, Classical and Modern Languages and Literature
Title: “New software for Elementary and Intermediate Language Instruction”

John Floreen, FASN, VPA
Title: “Supplementary Electronic Keyboards”

John Sheridan, FASN, Chemistry
Title: “New computer interface for GCMS”

Jonathan Hyman, Law, Legal Instruction
Title: “Webcam Digital Recording for Legal Skills Instruction”

Lee Mosher, FASN, Mathematics & Computer Science
Title: “Upgrade Of Instructional Lab”

Marc Holzer, SPAA, Public Affairs and Administration
Title: “Advance Solutions for Teaching and Learning”

Martin O’Reilly, RBS, Computing Services
Title: “Engelhard Hall Instructional Tech. Upgrade”
Title: “Management Education Center Tech. Upgrade”

Paul Sternberger, FASN, VPA
Title: “VPA Resources Collection”

Phylis Peterman, FASN, Social Work
Title: “Computer Lab & Social Work Department”

Piotr Piotrowiak, FASN, Chemistry
Title: “Upgrades for Physical Chemistry Laboratory”

Robert Shoup, FASN, VPA
Title: “Digital Photography Courses”

Sara Markowitz, FASN, Economics
Title: “Announcement of One-time Instructional Facilities Grants”

Thomas Lu, SCJ, Criminal Justice
Title: “SCJ Computer Lab Upgrade”

Wendy Nehring, CON, Nursing
Title: “Enhancement of the College of Nursing Learning Resources Center”